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Abstract

There has, in recent years, been growing interest in Model Driven Engineering (MDE), in which models are the primary design artifacts and transformations are applied to these models to generate refinements leading to usable implementations over specific platforms. There is also interest in factoring out a number of non-functional aspects, such as security, to provide reusable solutions applicable to a number of different applications.

This paper brings these two approaches together, investigating, in particular, the way behaviour from the different sources can be combined and integrated into a single design model. Doing so involves transformations that weave together the constraints from the various aspects and are, as a result, more complex to specify than the linear pipelines of transformations used in most MDE work to date. The approach taken here involves using an aspect model as a template for refining particular patterns in the business model, and the transformations are expressed as graph rewriting rules for both static and behaviour elements of the models.

1 Introduction

In Model Driven Engineering (MDE), models are the primary design artifacts and transformations are applied to these models to generate refinements leading to usable implementations over specific platforms. The main emphasis in demonstrating the MDE concepts has been on the refinement of general designs to platforms as one of the steps in a code generation process.

At the same time, there has been considerable interest in factoring out from application designs a number of non-functional aspects, such as security, so that it becomes possible to provide and manage reusable solutions to them. These solutions can then be woven together with outline designs of the business logic for particular application requirements to produce solutions with the desired properties. The aim should be to maintain the separation of concerns, minimizing the need for additional labeling of the basic business model with aspect-specific markers.

This paper uses security as a specific case study, but the main aim is to use this example to explain the requirements placed on transformation techniques by support of the weaving process.

This paper brings these two approaches together, investigating, in particular, the way behaviour from the different sources can be combined and integrated into a single design model. This involves transformations to perform the weaving together of the constraints from the various aspects, and these transformations are, as a result, more complex to specify than the linear pipelines of transformations generally used to date. The approach taken here involves using an aspect model as a template for refining particular patterns in the business model, and the transformations are expressed as rewriting rules for both static and behaviour elements of the models.

The requirements for MDE tools to be used for the integration of security aspects have been reviewed in [14]. An initial case study carried out within the InterOp Network of Excellence was published in [12].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give some background information on previous work on both model driven engineering and aspect oriented development, and in section 3 we set out a number of requirements and simple supporting mechanisms for managing security. In section 4 we introduce the style of transformation applied to the weaving of the business logic and security aspects, and in section 5 outline the implementation environment in use. Sections 6 and 7 then describe the detailed approach to structural and behavioural transformations respectively. Section 8 reviews the process described with regard to the initial objectives. Finally, section 9 draws conclusions and indicates some future directions for the work.
2 Previous work

2.1 Model driven techniques

The current model driven movement is the natural next stage of a steady trend towards stronger tool integration and progressively higher level representations of designs. This same process can be seen in the viewpoint separation of ODP [5] [6], and was espoused by the OMG in their millennial white paper on Model Driven Architecture [19]. OMG experts provided a specific framework for their MDA approach [16], in which they introduced the concepts of CIM, PIM and PSM to capture the trajectory from organizational to platform specific designs (see figure 1). Subsequently, via the QVT RFP, a transformation language for use within MDA has been formulated [17].

![Figure 1. Standard MDA transformation sequence.](image)

There are many current activity in the development and use of model driven tools, for example Atlas [1], Mola [8] and Tefkat [13]. The web site operated by the PlanetMDE organization provides an excellent summary of the broader spread of model drive engineering activities.

Earlier work attempted to perform the necessary transformations in a completely generic way using graph rewriting techniques and graph grammars. A powerful example is AToM3 [2]. The MDA tools differ from this in that they specialize the transformation to allow more domain-specific tailoring. The current proposal follows this direction of adding constraints to the transformation, but assumed that there are two kinds of modeller: those concerned with ensuring that broad domain specific rules are captured (these are incorporated in the transformation) and those concerned with specific designs, who should work in a uniform notation as close as possible to familiar UML usage. The UML fragments for specific designs are then linked by the transformations formulated by the specialists.

One of the main issues in the design of model transformation languages is the role of iteration and reverse engineering in the specification process. Directed, imperative languages give an easier implementation path, but declarative languages are potentially more concise and closer to the minimum required semantics. They also fit more naturally into the support for dynamically evolving system requirements. This tension is discussed further below when describing the details of the approach taken.

2.2 Aspect based techniques

The main thrust of this paper is the incorporation of security into application logic, but it raises issues that apply to a broader range of non-functional aspects. As such, it brings together a number of techniques linking model driven and aspect oriented approaches. Aspect orientation has been an active research thread for many years, dating originally from the work at Xerox Parc in the 1990s [10] [20], [11] which lead to the development of AspectJ [9].

The basic idea of an aspect is that in any set of applications there are a number of cross-cutting issues that represent recurring themes in the various designs. If these can be extracted and made the subject of a separately maintained fragment of specification, then they can be applied to all applications, both existing and newly designed, and so current best practice can be shared in an effective manner. We are interested particularly in the extraction of the non-functional aspects, which are only weakly linked to the detail of the business logic, such as performance, quality of service, business value, and, of course, trust and security.

The basic pattern in aspect oriented work is that in a base specification there are a number of potential join points at which additional behaviour can be integrated, from which an active set is extracted by application of a set of constraints known as a Pointcut. The weaving process then applies additional behaviour known as the aspect advice at the selected points.

Some work has already examined the integration of aspects and model driven techniques, such at [18]. However, the approach taken there has concentrated on the model driven preparation of primary and aspect specification followed by a standard aspect oriented software development weaving process. Here we integrate both steps within one transformational framework.

2.3 Modelling security

For completeness, it should be noted that there have been a number of proposals for enhancing general purpose modelling to support security aspects. Well known examples are UMLSec [7] and SecureUML [15], which is based on [4]. These are, in essence, UML profiles, and so weave specific security role information with the business logic in a way that this paper is trying to avoid.

Our aim is the separation of concerns, not weaving them together in a single extended language.
3 Target security aspects considered

Before we can concentrate on how, in detail, security is to be incorporated into business models, we need to identify where in a system configuration security problems occur. In general, this will involve the analysis of trust and threat models with particular emphasis on points at which information flows between domains with different security properties (see figure 2). This allows the key pieces of behaviour where security precautions are needed to be selected.

![Figure 2. Trust analysis allows security requirements associated with domain boundaries to be identified.](image)

If the key communication paths are known, then applying a suitable mechanism reduces to performing some transformation local to the selected paths and to the introduction of any associated shared infrastructure components, such as credential or policy repositories or domain specific decision points. As working examples in this paper, we consider

- the provision of secrecy by encryption of the transport supporting the information flow; the main requirement for the provision of credentials and marking of the flow as needing special treatment in a platform-specific way.

- provision of authentication on each interaction by introducing a gateway to control the information flow, based on additional parameterization, such as simply by provision of a user identity and password on each request (see figure 3).

- more efficient mechanisms in which an initial exchange validates credentials and returns some short-term token that can be included with each interaction making up an extended session (see figure 4); this requires analysis of the behaviour in the business logic so as to identify effective candidate sessions and to ensure that clients maintain some associated local token storage (see section 7.2).

Once the right trigger points have been identified and the appropriate mechanisms incorporated, care must be taken that the target security properties are maintained. Non-functional aspects such as security and performance are particularly fragile, since further unrelated transformations can easily invalidate the desired properties by opening backdoors or invalidating assumptions about worst-case performance.

To overcome this problem, a transformation that establishes some required property should also at the same time generate constraints that verify the assumptions on which these properties are based. Thus, for example, if a performance requirement is met under the assumption that some processing element meets a particular real-time deadline, a constraint should be generated associated with that element so that there is an explicit check to ensure further transformations to meet other requirements do not invalidate it.

4 Approach to transformation

The traditional model driven engineering approach is based on the specification of a transformation that relates source and target models. The transformation is expressed in terms of the source and target metamodels, making it powerful and reusable, but at the cost of requiring considerable skill on the part of the transformation author.
To support the composition of business logic and non-functional aspects, a different form of transformation is needed. It would be possible, in principle, to codify each non-functional aspect as a specific transformation, but this would be hard for the author to do and difficult for others to understand. It would be much more accessible to capture the generic weaving process as a transformation that relates multiple models, and to represent the pointcuts and aspect advice as separate, more conventional, models. That is the approach taken here.

The business logic, the form of the pointcut and the advice are all separate models, with specific roles in a general weaving process; the aspect models steer the weaving process, and are more like patterns or templates than conventional design models. The transformation rules capture the specific details of the weaving process, which are, in general, dependent on the source and target metamodels. This involves the expression of complex constraints, particularly when considering the weaving of behaviour, where consequential changes may propagate a long way.

One of the issues to be considered in applying model driven engineering ideas is the trade-off between imperative and declarative modelling styles, associated with the balance between forward and reverse engineering processes. This becomes more complex in an aspect-oriented setting, because of the many-to-many nature of the transformation; there are more possible mutability markings, and more varieties of constraints in finding solutions consistent with them. We return to this issue below.

Consider the following trivial example, in which wherever one class refers to another by holding a pointer attribute, we assume there is a requirement to incorporate a proxy controlling indirection via that reference.

In figure 6, there are four models. Model (a) is the source model. Model (b) is the pattern model, and expresses the facts we are interested in all cases in some source model, where an object, no matter what its class, plays role X because it has an attribute that plays role RefX as a result of pointing to an object of a class playing role Y. In other words, model (b) matches any reference from one class to another. When the matching process is performed on the source model (a), the result is two matches. These associate roles X, RefX and Y in (b) with instances in (a), which leads
to the labelings \((X\Rightarrow A, \text{Ref}X\Rightarrow \text{Srv}A, Y\Rightarrow B)\) and \((X\Rightarrow B, \text{Ref}X\Rightarrow \text{Srv}B, Y\Rightarrow C)\) respectively.

In the substitution step, the template model \((c)\) is used for each of these matching instances in turn. Each time, the information from the role-filling entities in the instance is substituted to construct model elements in the target \((d)\). The first match results in construction of the target classes \(T_A\) and \(T_B\), derived from \((a)\) and identifies the need for a new proxy class \(T_{A,B}\), which has no progenitor in the source; all the information about it is derived from the template, except for the reference name and type, which are generated from the role correspondences of \(\text{Ref}X\) and \(Y\). The same process is repeated for the second match, and yields \(T_C\) and \(T_{B,C}\). However, although the template references \(T_B\), this has already been added to the target by the first match, and so the new content is merged into the class already created.

The final step in the transformation is to copy to the target any model elements that have not yet been involved in any match, either operations or attributes of classes already processed, or completely uninvolved classes; in this example there are no such actions to be done. The identification of unmatched items is performed by marking model elements as visited as the pattern matches are processed, and then iterating over the unmarked items. In this example we have been concerned simply with class names and references, but the same approach can be applied to any model elements, including attributes, methods, action and their types.

We call the process of pattern matching and template application a transformation rule. A complete transformation consists of many transformation rules, and these are prioritized to establish a required partial order. The definition of a rule may include a declaration of other rules that must, for consistency, be applied before or after the current rule, either immediately or eventually. This might be necessary, for instance, to normalize or optimize the target structure, but it may or may not be important to do this immediately before or after the rule application. We leave to the transformation engine the selection of an optimum linear order of rule application subject to the constraints given.

In terms of the semantics of the transformation, we can see the rules from a functional point of view, with each rule application yielding a new model, which then forms the input for the next rule, together with the pattern and template for that rule. This does not mean that repeating copying is required in an implementation, since any optimization with equivalent results can be applied, but it is the simplest expression of the transformational behaviour. If a declarative view is taken, the chain of rules form a series of constraints linked via intermediate working terms (see figure 7), and, again, optimization of the structure of the constraints is clearly possible.

![Figure 7. Linking of rules in a series of transformations.](image)

## 5 Implementation issues

The approach to aspect merging described in this paper is the basis of a proof of concept pilot implementation produced by one of the authors (Liyanagama). This implementation is currently being tested with a number of scenarios, including those described here, and the details of the representations refined.

This implementation is based on the Eclipse platform and the Eclipse Modelling Framework. This environment forms a good basis for collaboration, but has some limitation because the emphasis within EMF is primarily on the static structure expressed in terms of class diagrams. The ECore model supports EClass, EAttribute, EReference and EOperation, but does not have a first-class representation of behaviour (the ECore distinction between EAttribute and EReference has also led us to use a redundant diagramming convention showing both association and reference, as being a compromise between the abstract and concrete supporting structure).

It would be possible to extend the EMF ECore to include the modelling of behaviour, but this would be a substantial piece of work in its own right. For the proof of concept implementation we have taken the approach of annotating classes with a separate algebraic representation of behaviour, in a process algebra style. The annotation covers both the behaviour of objects as autonomous entities (which we say have internal behaviour) and objects as responders to specific operation invocation (method behaviour). We believe that this approach demonstrates the requirement on the transformation mechanisms without undue additional implementation effort.

The rule structure and dependencies are expressed in a simple constraint language defined in terms of an Antlr grammar. Details of this language go beyond the aims of this paper, but it binds pattern and template to the rule and declared default behaviour (see below). There is also a separate configuration declaration that binds model names to
6 Transformation rules for structure

Returning to the outline of the transformation process given in section 4, this section provides detail of the structural matching and rewriting process. After presenting the general mechanisms, we illustrate them by reference to the security scenarios. An almost complete representation of one of the security examples used is given in figure 8.

6.1 Specific rules

The syntactic structure of the pattern model is taken from normal UML, but the interpretation the model takes is slightly, but significantly, different from that in the normal modeling process. This is because the model is created to match cases in the base model, rather than to be the basis of an instantiation process. Model elements in the pattern are named to identify their roles in the matching process, but constraints associated with them are evaluated against potential matches. For example, the class named “X” in figure 6 (b) represents a role called “X”, but could have an associated condition, such as X.name().equals(“B”), which would restrict possible matches to those in which the class matched by this role has name “B”. Similarly, conditions can be applied to match attribute values, or test correspondence between properties of entities in different roles. One might, for example, restrict selection to cases where two entities are associated in a specific way to an anonymous third party.

The template model is again structurally familiar from UML, but is extended by allowing any textual item to be replaced by a term construction expression that takes names or other properties from the matched roles to construct target element names. For the prototype, this string manipulation is kept very simple. Literal strings are represented directly, but material from the matching elements can be included. Role names are bracketed with “$” characters, and interpreted by reference to the matching elements for the case being processed. If they are unqualified, the name of the matching element is used, but OCL navigation expressions can be used to identify other related elements and their name used instead. In the example above, the role name “$XS$” substitutes to “A” in the first match and “B” in the second match. The evaluation can, of course, be trivial, as in the leftmost element in figure 6 (c), where the attribute name is simply a literal.

Some pieces of syntactic sugar have been added to simplify common operations. To support transformation of operations, a notation for manipulating signature parameterization is provided, so that it is easy to specify that the aspect advice adds additional parameters to an operation signature. Another requirement is for representing systematic changes to be applied to all operations of a particular class.

Once a textual term has been constructed, it is used as a reference within the target model. If the named element does not yet exist in the target it is created; match processing is sequenced to respect containment constraints, so that classes are processed before attributes, for example, and annotations containing behavioural and other constraints last of all. If an element already exists, the features from the template are merged into it to enhance the target model.

In the course of the creation or identification of elements in the target model, tracing records of correspondence between the source and target are maintained. This is done by default by tracing name evaluation with a unique source term contribution (thus, in the example in figure 6, we have traces \( A \leftrightarrow T.A, B \leftrightarrow T.B \), but no trace to \( T.A.B \)). In some cases, one matched element yield multiple target elements, so that there is no clear preference for one unique trace. A syntactic marker in the template is used to resolve the ambiguity, and this has proved sufficient for the test cases treated so far.

If any elements matched by the pattern are not referenced by the template model, they will not be carried forward into the target model. In the imperative interpretation, this immediately gives the effect of element deletion. In the declarative interpretation, it removes the requirement to maintain the target element, enabling it to be pruned.

Finally, a default translation is applied to any items not marked as participating in any match. This includes un referenced classes and unreferenced attributes and operations in referenced classes. The default behaviour for the rule is declared by the rule definition, but may involve systematic renaming of elements being copied, for example. Default copying of associations between classes which have been matched draws on the tracing information to ensure that the appropriate connectivity is maintained; if the tracing information does not yield a target class, the association is discarded.

Tracking has also to be taken into account in performing the default copy step, because items being copied may include references that require renaming or retyping as a result of the transformation (see, for example, the reference in the client2 class in figure 8 (d)).

6.2 Use in the security scenarios

The selection of places where the security mechanisms need to be applied is performed by using labeling of the classes in the business logic with the names of the appropriate trust domains, introduced as marker attributes (see section 8 below for possible generalizations of this mechanism). An OCL constraint on the attributes in the two classes in the pattern representing the client and server roles
Figure 8. Security session mechanism example.
evaluates to true in the cases where there is a domain crossing from less to more secure, and hence where some insertion is required.

The manipulation of operation parameters is used in the security examples to add security specific information, such as user identity and password in the gateway mechanism and the short-lived token in the extended session mechanism.

In general, a pattern designer will need to decide whether self-references should be included or excluded, and add any necessary constraints explicitly. However, in the example given here, the domain constraint implicitly excludes self-reference.

7 Transformation of behaviour

7.1 Specific rules

The first requirement in order to maintain a coherent behaviour specification is to ensure that consistency is maintained between the behaviour specification and the operations invoked by it. In order to do this, it is necessary to extract from the source model a partial call graph for invocation of operations on one class by another, rooted in the various matched roles. The call graph contains the same dependency information that would be found in a full set of sequence diagrams, but in a form that is more directly usable for steering the transformation process. Once this graph has been created, it can immediately be used to update the signatures of operations at the invocation sites to make them consistent with the target model representations.

Creating a call graph is expensive, but unavoidable if the merged model is to be a correct representation of the intended behaviour. When incorporation of a non-functional aspect requires additional information to be added to a method’s parameters, for example, it is necessary to find all users of that method and modify them accordingly, recursively repeating this process until another joinpoint capable of providing the information needed is reached. In practice, the associated scaling problems are likely to limit the complexity of the aspects that can be woven with large business models.

Note that the selective application of an aspect may result in the need for support of more than one instance of, for example, a service interface. In figure 8 (d), for example, variants of operations are generated because there exist both inter and intra-domain references to the service.

The second aspect of behavioural transformation is the merging of behavioural specification in the source model and the behavioural specification in the template model. Ideally, this should be based on the same form of pattern matching as in the static structure above. However, given the pragmatic simplifications outlined in section 5, the matching mechanisms in the prototype are currently based on text matching in the annotations.

The commonest case is the expansion of the behaviour associated with operation execution, and this forms a separate named section in the behaviour of the class supporting the operation. The second significant requirement is the modification of behaviour invoking operations in other classes, and this typically involves addition of supporting behaviour to establish an aspect-specific context for the operation invocations. This requires context establishing and context closing behaviour and decoration of significant events within the bracketing formed by these. In figure 8 (c), the annotation on T_SX shows the structure of a template context specification.

7.2 Use in the security scenarios

The most significant behavioural transformations are those associated with the introduction of the session-based token mechanisms. The duration of the session must be derived from some structural information in the business logic. We assume here that the scope of appropriate sessions is represented by annotations that can be recognized within the business logic.

In practice, one might use existing features, such as transaction markers to deduce context. It should, in future, be possible to perform a more detailed flow or escape analysis to determine context, but this would require a complete behavioural component in the specification. Minimizing the residual requirements for annotations on the business logic remains a research challenge.

8 Additional transformation requirements

In the scenarios analysed above, the classes in the model are annotated with their trust domains for simplicity. In the real world, however, different instances of a given class will be in different trust domains, and so the trust constraints in the selecting pattern needs to be more selective. This is a general problem, because one of the ways of simplifying the class structures in the business logic is to abstract away from the non-functional aspects.

Indeed, the reliance on static class structure in current model driven development systems does tend to lead to some lack of flexibility. Early binding of application components to specific platforms leads to rigid solutions, and speculative generation of multiple solutions increases system overhead. Late binding of a PIM to the currently available platform by just in time generation of the PSM would be an attractive option if the tool chain can be made sufficiently agile, but this implies that the transformation is driven in part by properties of instances, not type information.
These requirements lead to a need for configuration information at the instance level to be both an input and, potentially, an output of the transformation process. In the same way, availability of historical loading data at the instance level would make adaptive generation of systems that meet quality of service performance targets possible.

9 Conclusions

This paper has introduced an approach to the merging of security information and business logic that minimizes the amount of specialist transform specification required and maximizes the use of model fragments in familiar and well understood notations.

Whilst the general framework presented here could be parameterized with sources, patterns and templates that use different notations, the authors believe that there are advantages to keeping the notations used by the largest number of design practitioners the same, and encapsulating the more challenging parts of the weaving process in broadly reusable transformation rules. However, some extensions to the basic modelling language are needed; the need for template notations for constructing model element names has been demonstrated, but there are other areas. One such is the need for an ellipsis mechanism in patterns for representing a match with any arbitrary piece of model, such as an arbitrary inheritance chain or invocation path. We expect other requirements to arise from further case studies.

The current focus of our work is on the completion of our proof of concept demonstration implementation and evaluation of it using a broader set of test cases. We would expect this to involve both more complex security solutions and some investigation of other non-functional aspect requirements.
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